Abstract The integration and promotion of autonomy in software-intensive systems is an extremely challenging task. Among the many challenges the engineers must overcome are those related to the elicitation and expression of autonomy requirements. Striving to solve this problem, Lero the Irish Software Engineering Research Center has developed an Autonomy Requirements Engineering (ARE) approach within the mandate of a joint project with ESA, the European Space Agency. The approach is intended to help system engineers tackle the integration and promotion of autonomy in software-intensive systems, e.g., space-exploration robots. To handle autonomy requirements, ARE provides a requirements engineering baseline where despite their principle differences in application domain and functionality all autonomous and self-adaptive systems are expected to extend upstream the regular software-intensive systems with special self-managing objectives (self-* objectives). Basically, the self-* objectives provide the system's ability to automatically discover, diagnose, and cope with various problems. ARE emphasizes this ability as being driven by the system's degree of autonomicity, quality and quantity of knowledge, awareness and monitoring capabilities, and quality attributes such as adaptability, dynamicity, robustness, resilience, and mobility. As part of its successful validation, ARE was applied to capture the autonomy requirements for the ESA's BepiColombo unmanned space exploration mission.
Introduction
Among the most promising advantages to autonomy in software is the fact that it enables software-intensive systems to become more versatile, flexible, resilient, dependable, robust, energy-efficient, recoverable, customizable, configurable, and self-optimizing by adapting to changing operational contexts, environments or system characteristics. Although very promising, the integration and promotion of autonomy in software-intensive systems is an extremely challenging task. Among the many challenges software engineers must overcome are those related to elicitation and expression of autonomy requirements.
This paper draws upon our experience with the Autonomy Requirements Engineering (ARE) approach to present its ability to handle autonomy requirements for self-adaptive systems. The ARE approach was developed by Lero, the Irish Software Research Center, within the mandate of a joint project with ESA, the European Space Agency. ARE combines special generic autonomy requirements with goal-oriented requirements engineering to help software engineers capture the autonomy features of a particular system as well as what artifacts that process might generate, e.g., goals models, requirements specification, etc.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief introduction to the ARE approach. Then in Section 3, we briefly present the ESA's BepiColombo mission that was used as a case study in this research. Section 4 presents how we promote autonomy in BepiColombo through ARE. The accent is put on autonomy requirements for the mission's "transfer" objective. Finally, Section 5 provides some insights on related work and Section 6 provides brief concluding remarks and a summary of our future goals.
ARE -Autonomy Requirements Engineering
ARE was developed to tackle autonomous systems by extending upstream softwareintensive systems with special self-managing objectives (self-* objectives). These self-* objectives provide a system's ability to autonomously and automatically discover, diagnose, and cope with various problems that need to be overcome during execution. According to ARE, this ability depends on the system's degree of autonomicity, quality and quantity of knowledge, awareness and monitoring capabilities, and quality characteristics such as adaptability, dynamicity, robustness, resilience [2] , and mobility [23, 19, 22, 21, 20] . ARE defines these characteristics in special domain-specific models for Generic Autonomy Requirements (GAR). The GAR models are initially developed for the domain of the system in question and then further enriched with the specifics of the system in question in the process of capturing autonomy requirements. The autonomy requirements are captured in the form of self-* objectives backed up by the capabilities and quality characteristics outlined by a proper GAR model. ARE associates the awareness autonomy requirements with awareness capabilities for self-awareness and context-awareness. Moreover, situations (see Section 4.4) may introduce the basis for situational awareness. Other classes of awareness could draw attention to specific states and situations, such as operational conditions and performance (operational awareness), control processes (control awareness), interaction processes (interaction awareness), and navigation processes (navigation awareness) [18] .
The requirements elicitation with ARE starts with the creation of a goals model that represents system objectives and their interrelationships. The Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) techniques assist ARE in the process of goal modeling where goals are specified with intrinsic features such as type, actor, target, etc. Further, these goals are interrelated with other goals and environmental constraints. The ARE goals models can be organized in different ways copying with the system specifics and engineers' understanding about the system purpose. Moreover, these goals models might fall in three main categories: 1) hierarchical structures where goals reside different levels of granularity; 2) concurrent structures where goals are considered as concurrent; and 3) a structure where both hierarchical and parallel models coexist.
In the next step, the ARE approach works on each one of the captured system goals along with the elicited environmental constraints to come up with self-* objectives that provide autonomy requirements for this particular system's behavior. Here, the GAR model is applied to every system goal (objective) to derive autonomy requirements in the form of goal's supportive and alternative self-* objectives along with the necessary capabilities and quality characteristics of the appropriate GAR model.
Note that the initial recording of the autonomy requirements is in natural language and UML-like diagrams. Then, a formal notation can be used to express these requirements in a more precise way where more details about the system's autonomy can be incorporated. For example, formally-specified GAR model can be used for different analysis activities, including requirements validation and verification.
ARE is applicable to any variant of self-adaptation, as long as we can build both GORE and GAR models for the system in question. Probably, the most complex case where ARE can be used is capturing the autonomy requirements of collective adaptive systems, working in a self-organizing manner [26] . A self-organizing collective system consists of a large number of interacting entities that coordinate their activities often in implicit way. In such a case, we need to work on both the "collective" goals of the entire system and on the individual, yet often simple goals of the entities composing the system. Note that "intelligent swarms" often mitigate the meaning of the single individual, so in such cases we need to work on GORE and GAR models for classes of entities generalizing the behavior and goals of groups of entities.
The BepiColombo Mission
BepiColombo is an ESA mission to Mercury [9, 10, 5, 3] (see Figure 1 ) scheduled for launching in 2015. BepiColombo will perform a series of scientific experiments, tests and measures. For example, BepiColombo will make a complete map of Mercury at different wavelengths. Such a map, will chart the planet's mineralogy and elemental composition. Other experiments will be to determine whether the interior of the planet is molten or not and to investigate the extent and origin of Mercury's magnetic field. Fig. 1 BepiColombo Arriving at Mercury [5] The space segment of the BepiColombo Mission consists of two orbiters: a Mercury Planetary Orbiter (MPO) and a Mercury Magnetospheric Orbiter (MMO). Initially, these two orbiters will be packed together into a special composite module used to bring both orbiters into their proper orbits. Moreover, in order to transfer the orbiters to Mercury, the composite module is equipped with an extra electric propulsion module both forming a transfer module. The transfer module is intended to do the long cruise from Erath to Mercury by using the electric propulsion engine and the gravity assists of Moon, Venus and Mercury. The transfer module spacecraft will have a 6 year interplanetary cruise to Mercury using solar-electric propulsion and Moon, Venus, and Mercury gravity assists. On arrival in January 2022, the MPO and MMO will be captured into polar orbits. When approaching Mercury in 2022, the transfer module will be separated and the composite module will use rocket engines and a technique called weak stability boundary capture to bring itself into polar orbit around the planet. When the MMO orbit is reached, the MPO will separate and lower its altitude to its own operational orbit. Note that the environment around Mercury imposes strong requirements on the spacecraft design, particularly to the parts exposed to Sun and Mercury: solar array mechanisms, antennas, multi-layer insulation, thermal coatings and radiators.
The Mercury Planetary Orbiter (MPO) is a three-axis-stabilized spacecraft pointing at nadir. The spacecraft shall revolve around Mercury at a relatively low altitude and will perform a series of experiments related to planet-wide remote sensing and radio science. MPO will be equipped with two rocket engines nested in two propul-sion modules respectively: a solar electric propulsion module (SEPM) and a chemical propulsion module (CPM). Moreover, to perform scientific experiments, the spacecraft will carry a highly sophisticated suit of eleven instruments [3] .
The Mercury Magnetospheric Orbiter (MMO) is a spin-stabilized spacecraft in a relatively eccentric orbit carrying instruments to perform scientific experiments mostly with fields (e.g., Mercury magnetic field), waves and particles. Similar to MPO, MMO is also equipped with two propulsion modules: a solar electric propulsion module (SEPM) and a chemical propulsion module (CPM). MMO has altitude control functions, but no orbit control functions. MMO's main structure consists of: two decks (upper and lower), a central cylinder (thrust tube) and four bulkheads [10] . The instruments are located on both decks. The MMO spacecraft will carry five advanced scientific experiments [3] .
Promoting Autonomy in BepiColombo with ARE

GORE for BepiColombo
As we have seen in Section 2, the starting point for ARE is building a goals model for the targeted system. To do so, the first task is to establish the system's objectives. BepiColombo's objectives are about exploring Mercury and its environment [3, 10] . For example, BepiColombo will make a complete map of Mercury at different wavelengths and will chart the planet's mineralogy and elemental composition.
By applying the GORE techniques, we built a goals model for BepiColombo (see Figure 2 ) that includes [3, 10] : 1) the objectives of the mission that must be realized in 2) the system's operational environment (space, Mercury, proximity to the Sun, etc.), and by identifying the 3) problems that exist in this environment, as well as 4) the immediate targets supporting the mission objectives and 5) constraints the system needs to address. As shown in Figure 2 the BepiColombo's goals model puts together all the mission goals by relating them via particular relationships such as inheritance and dependency. In this model, the low-level objectives are preliminary objectives that need to be achieved before proceeding with the middle-level objectives. Furthermore, the middle-level objectives are concrete descendants of the high-level generic objectives.
Below, we present the GORE characteristics of the Transfer objective. This objective is one of the mission's low-level, supporting objectives that provide support to the middle-level objectives (see Figure 2) [21, 23]:
• Transfer: Transport the BepiColombo Spacecraft to Mercury.
-Rationale: Involves the long cruise phase including a combination of electric propulsion and gravity-assist maneuvers (once by Earth, twice by Venus, and four times by Mercury). During the voyage to Mercury, the two orbiters and the carrier spacecraft, consisting of electric propulsion and traditional chemical rocket units, will form one single composite spacecraft. -Actors: BepiColombo transfer module, chemical rocket engines, electric propulsion rocket engines, Earth, Venus, Mercury, the Sun, Base on Earth, BepiColombo composite module (MPO and MMO). -Targets: interplanetary trajectory.
• Orbit-placement: Both MPO and MMO must be placed in orbit around Mercury to fulfill the mission objectives.
-Rationale: When approaching Mercury in, the carrier spacecraft will be separated and the composite spacecraft will use rocket engines and a technique called weak stability boundary capture to bring it into polar orbit around the planet. When the MMO orbit is reached, the MPO will separate and lower its altitude to its own operational orbit. Observations from orbit will be taken for at least one Earth year. 
GAR for BepiColombo
The preliminary work in this project included building GAR (generic autonomy requirements) models for all the classes of ESA space missions [23] . Having the GAR models for the space domain completed allowed us determine the proper GAR model for the BepiColombo mission by simply categorizing the mission in the proper domain. The BepiColombo Mission falls in the category of "Interplanetary Missions" [22] and consecutively inherits the GAR model for such missions [23] . Moreover, considering that BepiColombo addresses scientific tests and exploration of the Mercury's surface, some of the relevant objectives put the mission in another category to consecutively inherit the GAR model for "Small Object to Orbit" Missions [23] . Although, Mercury is not considered as a "small object", the BepiColombo's scientific objectives have characteristics similar to those of "Small Object to Orbit" Missions, which helped us adapt their GAR model and derive the autonomy requirements for BepiColombo's Scientific Objectives. Note that the relevant environmental constraints were also used in this process.
The following is an aspect of the GAR model for BepiColombo, which we derived by categorizing BepiColombo as an interplanetary mission [23] . Here, the model consider's the BepiColombo's Transfer Objective that requires the transfer trajectory to be developed with concerns about possible perturbations caused by the gravitational influence of the Sun and the near planetary bodies, e.g., the planets Earth, Venus and Mercury, and the Moon [21, 23] :
• self-* requirements (autonomicity):
· autonomously acquire the most optimal trajectory to reach Mercury; · adapt to trajectory perturbations due to gravitational influence of the Sun, the Moon, Earth, Venus and Mercury. -self-protection:
· autonomously detect the presence of high solar irradiation and: 1) protect the electronics on board and instruments; 2) get away if possible by using electric propulsion and/or chemical propulsion. · the altitude of the Transfer Module during the interplanetary cruise should be kept without solar input to the MMO's and MPO's upper surface. -self-scheduling:
· autonomously determine the need of a gravity-assist maneuver: 1) near Earth; 2) near Venues (twice); and 3) near Mercury (4 times). -self-reparation:
· autonomously restore broken communication links; · when malfunctioning, components should be fixed autonomously where possible.
• knowledge: mission objectives (Transfer Objective); payload operational requirements; instruments onboard together with their characteristics (acceptable levels of radiation); Base on Earth; propulsion system (electric propulsion rockets, chemical propulsion rockets); communication links; data transmission format; eclipse period; altitude; communication mechanisms onboard; gravitational forces (Earth gravity, Moon gravity, Venus gravity, Sun gravity and Mercury gravity); • awareness: trajectory awareness; radiation awareness; instrument awareness; sensitive to thermal stimuli; gravitational forces awareness; data-transfer awareness; speed awareness; communication awareness.
• monitoring: electronic components onboard; surrounding environment (e.g., radiation level, planets, the Sun and other space objects); planned operations (status, progress, feasibility, etc.).
• adaptability: adaptable mission parameters concerning the Transfer Objective (e.g., what can be adapted in pursing the Transfer Objective); possibility for replanning (adaptation) of operations; adapt to loss of energy; adapt to high radiation; adapt to weak a satellite-ground station communication link; adapt to low energy.
• dynamicity: dynamic communication links;
• robustness: robust to temperature changes; robust to cruise trajectory perturbations; robust to communication losses; • resilience: loss of energy is recoverable; resilient to radiation.
• mobility: information goes in and out; changing trajectory.
Self-* Objectives Assisting Transfer Objective
The ultimate result "chased" by ARE is deriving the special, yet assisting self-* objectives. Recall that these self-* objectives provide system's behavior alternatives and in this particular exercise, the self-* objectives were derived from the alreadybuilt GAR model with respect to the BepiColombo Mission Objectives. The fol-lowing elements describe the derived self-* objectives intended to assist the BepiColombo's Transfer Objective [21, 23] :
• Self-trajectory 1: Autonomously acquire the most optimal trajectory to reach Mercury.
-Actors: BepiColombo transfer module, chemical rocket engines, electric propulsion rocket engines, Earth, Venus, Mercury, the Sun, Base on Earth, BepiColombo composite module (MPO and MMO). -Targets: optimal interplanetary trajectory.
• Self-trajectory 2: Autonomously adapt to trajectory perturbations due to gravitational influence of the Sun, the Moon, Earth, Venus and Mercury.
-Actors: BepiColombo transfer module, chemical rocket engines, electric propulsion rocket engines, Earth, Venus, Mercury, the Sun, Base on Earth, BepiColombo composite module (MPO and MMO), trajectory perturbations, gravitational influence. -Targets: interplanetary trajectory.
• Self-protection 1: Autonomously detect the presence of high solar irradiation and protect (eventually turn off or shade) the electronics and instruments on board.
-Actors: BepiColombo transfer module, the Sun, Base on Earth, BepiColombo composite module (MPO and MMO), solar irradiation, shades, power system. -Targets: electronics and instruments.
• Self-protection 2: Autonomously detect the presence of high solar irradiation and get away if possible by using electric propulsion and/or chemical propulsion.
-Actors: BepiColombo transfer module, chemical rocket engines, electric propulsion rocket engines, Earth, Venus, Mercury, the Sun, Base on Earth, solar irradiation. -Targets: safe position in space.
• Self-protection 3: Autonomously maintain a proper altitude of the Transfer Module during the interplanetary cruise, so no solar input will reach the MMO's and MPO's upper surface.
-Actors: BepiColombo transfer module, chemical rocket engines, electric propulsion rocket engines, Earth, Venus, Mercury, the Sun, Base on Earth, solar input. -Targets: safe altitude.
• Self-scheduling 1: Autonomously determine when a gravity-assist maneuver is required near Earth.
-Actors: BepiColombo transfer module, Earth, Earth gravitational influence.
-Targets: gravity-assist maneuver, interplanetary trajectory.
• Self-scheduling 2: Autonomously determine when a gravity-assist maneuver is required near Venus.
-Actors: BepiColombo transfer module, Venus, Venus gravitational influence.
• Self-scheduling 3: Autonomously determine when a gravity-assist maneuver is required near Mercury.
-Actors: BepiColombo transfer module, Mercury, Mercury gravitational influence. -Targets: gravity-assist maneuver, interplanetary trajectory.
• Self-reparation 1: Autonomously restore broken communication links. • Self-reparation 2: Autonomously fix malfunctioning components if possible.
-Actors: BepiColombo transfer module, BepiColombo composite module (MPO and MMO), component (state: malfunctioning). -Targets: component (state: operational). Figure 3 depicts an enriched goals model capturing the relationships between the original Transfer Objective and the assisting self-* objectives. As shown, the self-* objectives provide behavior alternatives to Transfer Objective. Most of the assisting self-* objectives inherit the Transfer Objective, which allows them to keep the main objective's target (the mission's interplanetary trajectory). Note that the mission switches to one of the assisting objectives when alternative autonomous behavior is required, e.g., high irradiation emitted by the Sun.
Deriving the Self-* Objectives
As we have already seen, there are two milestones to be achieved before deriving the self-* objectives with ARE: 1) building a goals model and 2) deriving a GAR model for the targeted system. Once we have these two models completed, we merge them to derive the self-* objectives per system objective. The key point here is to apply the derived GAR model to each one of the system objectives (or to a class of system objectives, if the objectives can be generalized). Let's take as an example the Transfer objective and analyze how we came up with its self-* objectives.
The starting point shall be the derived GAR model. In this particular case, the GAR model is for Interplanetary Missions. Note that by definition this model defines four autonomicity requirements, which are explicitly defined as following [23] :
• self-trajectory (autonomously acquire the most optimal trajectory; adapt to trajectory perturbations); • self-protection (autonomously detect the presence of radiation);
• self-scheduling (autonomously determine what task to perform next -equipment onboard should support the tasks execution); • self-reparation (broken communication links must be restored autonomously; when malfunctioning, component should be fixed autonomously where possible);
The autonomicity requirements consider a generic autonomous behavior in the presence of particular circumstances, without deviation from the main objective (e.g., the Transfer objective). In general, ARE translates the autonomicity requirements into classes of self-* objectives where each class can be used to derive a few specific (not generic anymore) self-* objectives. In difference to the generic autonomicity requirements, the specific self-* objectives include a detail scenario that describes particular circumstances as a situation and a sequence of actions to be realized to move the system out of that situation. The actions are atomic actions to be realized by the system either in the operational environment (e.g., inter-planet space) or in the system itself.
To derive the sel-* objectives of the Transfer objective, we translated the autonomicity requirements of the GAR model for Interplanetary Missions into classes of self-objectives.
Self-Trajectory Objective
The GAR model for Interplanetary Missions is based on the fact that these missions involve more than one planet or planet satellite and general trajectory information needs to be developed and understood for each mission. Moreover, the GAR model considers that interplanetary trajectories are influenced by perturbations caused by the gravitational influence of the Sun and planetary bodies within the solar system. ESA relies on powerful software tools to compute a large number of trajectories. Figure 4 presents possible trajectories for current Mars missions' opportunities [7] . [7] Therefore, a specific self-trajectory objective needs to deal with the set of predefined trajectories and autonomously acquire the most optimal trajectory to reach Mercury. However, often, the mission shall deal with a variety of perturbations while following the currently selected optimal trajectory. This leads to another specific self-trajectory objective that shall autonomously adapt to trajectory perturbations due to the gravitational influence of the Sun, the Moon, Earth, Venus and Mercury.
Self-Protection Objective
From another autonomicity requirement (self-protection, see Section 4.2), we derived a set of three specific self-protection objectives. Basically, while analyzing the possible hazards in space, we determined situations where specific circumstances may lead to the Transfer objective's fail. Then, we determined for each failure case a specific self-protection objective with a specific scenario and a sequence of actions determining the alternative behavior:
• Self-protection 1: this self-* objective shall help the mission keep-up with its
Transfer objective in the presence of high solar radiation by protecting the vital components onboard; • Self-protection 2: in the presence of high solar radiation, the spacecraft shall avoid the radiation stream by using propulsion; • Self-protection 3: a proper altitude shall be maintained for the Transfer Module during the interplanetary cruise to avoid solar input to vital system parts.
Self-Scheduling Objective
The autonomous behavior of any system highly depends on the ability of that system to automatically schedule tasks. That's it, the self-scheduling autonomicity requirement (see Section 4.2) requires that an Interplanetary Mission is able to perform self-scheduling of tasks, i.e., without input from the control base on Earth. Here, considering this generic autonomicity requirement we derived a set of three selfscheduling objectives that are intended to support the Transfer objective in the following cases:
• a gravity-assist maneuver is required near Earth;
• a gravity-assist maneuver is required near Venus;
• a gravity-assist maneuver is required near Mercury.
That's it, the trajectory optimum shall be supported by these objectives near planetary bodies.
Self-Reparation Objective
Finally, the last of the autonomicity requirements -self-reparation, was used to derive two self-reparation objectives. These objectives where derived to assist the mission in keeping up with the Transfer objective even in the presence of particular system's malfunctioning, such as broken communication links and malfunctioning components. Here, to derive these self-objectives, we had to analyze all possible variants of repairing communication links along with all possible auto-repair activities that can be performed by the mission's spacecraft. Note that these self-objectives also require a trade-off analysis. That's it. Often self-objectives need to be evaluated and re-evaluated to determine their relevance and importance. For example, repairing broken communication links may require considerable amount of energy that can be otherwise consumed for electrical propulsion, if necessary.
Related Work
ARE targets requirements for self-managing systems where managed systems can self-adapt with minimal human oversight. According to the closed-loop architecture, such systems are provided with a special control mechanism that monitors the system, reflects on observations for problems, and controls the system to maintain it within acceptable bounds of behavior. This mechanism is known as a feedback control mechanism in control theory [14] . The IBM Autonomic Computing Initiative introduced an external, feedback control approach in its Autonomic Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute (MAPE) Model [11] . To provide for self-management, the MAPE loop is implemented by an autonomic manager the manages the system instead of a human operator.
Requirements engineering for autonomous systems appears to be a wide open research area with only a limited number of approaches yet considered. The Autonomic System Specification Language (ASSL) [17, 16] is a framework providing for a formal approach to specifying and modeling autonomous systems by emphasizing self-* requirements. Cheng and Atlee [4] report on work on specifying and verifying adaptive software. In [6, 13] , research on run-time monitoring of requirements conformance is described. In [15] , Sutcliffe, S. Fickas and M. Sohlberg demonstrate a method called PC-RE for personal and context requirements engineering that can be applied to autonomous systems. In addition, some research approaches have successfully used goals models as a foundation for specifying the autonomic behavior [12] and requirements of adaptive systems [8] .
Currently, ARE is the most advanced approach to autonomy requirements providing a complete methodology for both autonomy requirements capturing and expressing. The formal method used to express the ARE-captured requirements is KnowLang [25] , developed within the mandate of the ASCENS FP7 Project [1, 24] .
Conclusion
To promote autonomy in software-intensive systems, it is very important to properly handle the autonomy requirements. In this paper, we presented an Autonomy Requirements Engineering (ARE) approach intended to solve this problem. The proposed ARE model uses the Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) approach to elicit and define the system goals, and then applies a special Generic Autonomy Requirements (GAR) model to derive and define assisting and often alternative goals (objectives) the system may pursue in the presence of factors threatening the achievement of the initial system goals. Once identified, the autonomy requirements might be further specified with a proper formal notation. This approach has been used in a joint project with ESA on identifying the autonomy requirements for the ESA's BepiColombo Mission. In this paper, we presented a case study where ARE was applied by putting GAR in the context of space missions to derive autonomy requirements and goals models incorporating autonomicity via self-* objectives.
Future work is mainly concerned with further development of the ARE model including a test bed based on KnowLang to verify and validate autonomy requirements.
